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SUMMARY

Scope: This routine, unannounced inspection entailed Resident inspection in ithe following areas: fire protection, structural concrete and rebar, contain- j
ment and safety related structures, safety related components, auxiliary j
systems, electrical equipment, raceways and instrumentation, quality programs
and administrative controls affecting quality, emergency preparedness, and
allegations. )

Results: No violations or deviations were identified. )
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REPORT DETAILS

I
1. Persons Contacted 1

Licensee Employees

*P. D. Rice, Vice-President, Vogtle Project Director,
,

*R. H. Pinson, Vice-President , Project Construction
*C. W. Whitney, General Manager, Project Support
E. M. Dannemiller, Technical Assistant to General Manager

,

R. M. Bellamy, Quality Assurance Manager, Corporate
*C. W. Hayes, Vogtle Quality Assurance fanager!

*E. D. Groover, Quality Assurance Site Manager - Construction
'

D. M. Fiquett, Project Construction Manager - Unit 2
*G. A. McCarley, Project Compliance Coordinator
C. L. Coursey, Maintenance Superintendent (Startup)
M. P. Craven, Nuclear Security Manager
H. M. Handfinger, Asst. Plant Support Manager
F. D Kuester,ProjectFieldEngineering
J. a. Bailey, Project Licensing Manager
A. W. Harrelson, Construction Electrical Manager
C. W. Rau, Construction Mechanical Manager

*L. N. Brooks, Construction Civil Manager
L. B. Glenn, QC Manager

*R. W. McManus, Readiness Review Manager
*J. E. Sanders, Asst. Project Manager .

W. C. Ramsey, Project Engineering Manager
L. D. Harless, Manager, Quality Concerns
W. C. Lyon, Quality Concerns
S. D. Haltom, Quality Assurance
R. Folker Quality Assurance Engineer

*D. W. Smith, Supt., Nuclear Operations

Other , licensee employees contacted included craftsmen, technicians,
supervisors, engineers, inspectors, and office personnel

Other Organizations
'

C. Markham, Westinghouse Project Manager
*D. L. Kinnsch, Project Engineering - Bechtel
T. E. Richardson, Project Engineering Manager - Bechtel
B. Edwards, Site Manager, PPP

'Attenued Exit Interview

L. -
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2. Exit Interviews - Unit 2 (30703C)

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on June 18, 1987, with
| those persons indicated in paragraph 1 above. The inspector described the

areas inspected and discussed in detail the inspection results. No
dissenting comments were received from the licensee. The licensee did
not identify as proprietary any of the materials provided to or reviewed
by the inspector during this inspection. Region based NRC exit interviews
were attended during the inspection period by a resident inspector.,

3. Licensee Action on Previous Enforcement Matters - Unit 2 (92702)
INot inspected.

4. Unresolved Items - Unit 2 (92701)

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required to
determine whether they are acceptable or may involve violations or devia-
tions. No unresolved items were identified during this inspection period.

5. General Construction Inspection - Unit 2 (92706)

Periodic random surveillance inspections were made throughout this report-
ing period in the form of general type inspections in different areas of
the facility. The areas were selected on the basis of the scheduled
activities and were varied to provide wide coverage. Observations were
made of activities in progress to note defective items or items of non-
compliance with the required codes and regulatory requirements. On these
inspections, particular note was made of the presence of quality control
inspectors, supervisors, and qualit
available process sheets, drawings,y control evidence in the form ofmaterial identification, material
protection, performance of tests, and housekeeping. Interviews were
conducted with craf t personnel, supervisors, coordinators, quality control
inspectors, and others as they were available in the work areas. The
inspector reviewed numerous construction deviation reports to determine if
requirements were met in the areas of documentation, action to resolve,
justification, and approval signatures in accordance with GPC Field
Procedure No. GD-T-01.

No violations or deviations were identified.

6. Fire Prevention / Protection and Housekeeping Measures - Unit 2
(42051C)

The inspector observed fire prevention / protection measures throughout the
inspection period. Welders were using welding permits with fire watches
and extinguishers. Fire fighting equipment was in its designated areas
throughout the plant.

_ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _
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The inspector reviewed and examined portions of procedures pertaining to 1
the fire prevention / protection measures and housekeeping measures to '

determine whether they comply with applicable codes', standards, NRC
Regulatory Guides and licensee commitments.

The inspector observed fire prevention / protection measures in work areas
containing safety related equipment during'the inspection period to verify
the following:

1

| Combustible waste material and rubbish was removed from the work-

areas as rapidly as practicable to avoid unnecessary accumulation of
combustibles,

1

Flammable liquids were stored- in appropriate containers and in I-

designated areas throughout the plant. 4

- Cutting and welding operations in progress h6ve been authorized by an
appropriate permit, combustibles have been moved away or safely
covered, and a fire watch and extinguisher was posted as required.

- Fire protection / suppression equ,ipment was provided and controlled in
accordance with applicable requirements.

No violations or deviations were identified. I

7. Structural Concrete - Unit 2 (47053C) 1

a. Procedure and Document Review I

The inspector reviewed and examined portions of the following proce- I

dures pertaining to the placement of concrete to determine whether
they comply with applitable codes, standards, NRC Regulatory Guides
and licensee commitments.

- CD-T-02, Concrete Quality Control
CD-T-06, Rebar and Cadweld Quality Control-

- CD-T-07, Embed Installation and Inspection

b. Installation Activities i

The inspector witnessed portions of the concrete placement indicated
below to verify the following:

(1). Forms, Embedment, and Reinforcing Steel Installation
- Forms were properly placed, secure, leak tight and clean.

!

i

1

..

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ .
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Rebar and other embedment installation was installed in--

accordance with construction specifications and drawings,
secured, free of concrete and excessive rust, specified
distance from forms, proper on-site rebar bending'(where-
applicable) and clearances consistent with aggregate size.

| (2) Delivery,. Placement and Curing

- Replacement inspection was completed and approved prior to.
placement utilizing a Pour Card.

|

Construction joints were prepared as specified. )-

Proper mix was specified and delivered.-

- Temperature control of the mix, mating surfaces, and
ambient were monitored.

Consolidation was performed correctly.-

- Testing at placement location was properly performed in I

accordance with the acceptance criteria and recorded on a
Concrete Placement Pour Log.

Adequate crew, equipment and techniques were utilized.-

- Inspections during placements were conducted effectively by
a sufficient number of qualified personnel.

i

Curing methods and temperature was monitored.-

(3) Rebar Splicing j

The inspector witnessed cadwelding operations to verify the
following:

Inspections are performed during and after splicing by-
1

qualified QC inspection personnel. I

Each splice was defined by a unique number consisting 'of
-

the bar size, splice type, the position, the operator s
symbol, and a sequential number. J

Process and crews are qualified.-

j

The sequential number and the operator's symbol are marked-

on all completed cadwelds.
]

;

j

i

|
'

|
4

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____
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IThe inspector also conducted random inspections of completed 4

cadwelds to verify the following: J

| Tap hole does not contain slag, blow out, or porous metal.-

Filler metal was visible at both ends of the splice sleeve-

and at the tap hole in the center of the sleeve. No voids
were detected at the ends of the sleeves.

.

1

- The sequential number and the operator's symbol are marked |
on all completed cadwelds. j

No violations or deviations were identified.

8. Containment (Steel Structures and Supports) - Unit 2 (48053C)

Periodic inspections were conducted to observe containment steel and
support installation activities in progress, to verify the following:

1

Components were being properly handled (included bending or straight--

ening).

Specified clearances were being maintained.-

Edge finishes and hole sizes were within tolerances.-

- Control, marking, protection and segregation were maintained during
storage.

,

!

Fit-up/ali
drawings. gnment meets the tolerances in the specifications and -)

-

;

,

No violations or deviations were identified.

9. Safety-Related Structures (Structural Steel 'and Supports) - Unit 2
(48063C)

Periodic inspections were conducted to observe construction activities of i

safety-related structures / equipment supports for major equipment outside 3

the containment to verify that: ;

- Materials and components were being properly handled - to prevent
damage. <

Fit-up/ alignment were within tolerances in specifications and drawing-

requirements.

Bolting was in accordance with specifications and procedures.-

__ __ -_ -
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Specifiedclearancesfromadjacentcomponentswerebeingmet.-

No violations or deviations were identified.

10. Safety Related Components - Unit 2 (50073C)

The inspection consisted of plant tours to observe storage, handling, and
protection; installation; and preventive maintenance after installation of
safety-related components to determine that work is being performed in
accordance with applicable codes, NRC Regulatory Guides, and licensee
commitments.

During the ir.spection the below listed areas were inspected at various
times during the inspection period to verify the following as applicable:
- Storage, environment, and protection of components were in accordance

with manufacturer's instructions and/or established procedures.
- ImplementatSn of special storage and maintenance requirements such

as: rotation of motors, pumps, lubrication, insulation testing
(electrical), cleanliness,etc.

- Performance of licensee / contractor surveillance activities and
documentation thereof was being accomplished.

- Installation requirements were met such as: pro,per location, place-
ment, orientation, alignment, mounting' (torquing of bolts and
expansion anchors), flow direction, tolerances, and expansion
clearance.

Appropriate stamps, tags, markings, etc. were in use to prevent-

oversight of required inspections, completion of tests, acceptance,
and the prevention of inadvertent operation.

Safety-Related piping, valves, pumps, heat exchangers, and instrumentation
were inspected on a random sampling basis throughout the inspection
period.

No violations or deviations were identified.
i

11. Safety Related Pipe Support and Restraint Systems - Unit 2(50090C) '

Periodic random inspections were conducted during the inspection period to
observe construction activities during, installation of safety-related pipe
supports to determine that the following work was performed in accordance !
with applicable codes, NRC Regulatory Guides, and licensee commitments: '

"pring hangers were provided with indicators to show the approximateS
'-

hot" or " cold" position, as appropriate.
|

- - - _ _ - _ - - - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - _ - - - - - - - - - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. - - - - - ------------------------------------------A
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- No deformation or forced bending was evident.

Where pipe clamps are used to. support vertical lines, shear lugs were-

welded to the pipe (if required by Installation Drawings) to prevent
slippage.

)
|

- Sliding or rolling supports were provided with material and/or
lubricants suitable for the environment and compatible with sliding

! contact surfaces.
|
1 Supports are located and installed as specified.-

The surface of welds meet aaplicable code requirements and are free-

from unacceptable grooves, aarupt ridges, valleys undercuts, cracks,
discontinuities,orotherindicationswhichcanbeobservedonthe
welded surface.

No violations or deviations were identified. )
12. Electrical and Instrumentation Components and Systems - Unit 2

(51053C)(52153C)

Periodic inspections were conducted during the inspection period to
observe safety-related electrical equipment in order to verify that the
storage, installation and preventive maintenance was accomplished in
accordance with appli, cable codes, NRC Regulatory Guides, and licensee
commitments.

During the inspection period inspections were performed on various pieces
of electrical equipment during storage, installation, and cable terminat-
ing phase in order to verify the following as applicable:

Location and alignment-

Type and size of anchor bolts-

- Identification
)
i

Segregation and identification of nonconforming items i
-

- Location, separation and redundancy requirements
|

- Equipment space heating

Cable identification-

,

;

Pruper lugs used-

_ _ _ - _ _ -
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- Condition of wire (not nicked, etc.), tightness of connection
J

Bending radius not exceeded j-

|

Cable entry to terminal point-

,

- Separation
i
1

i No violations or deviations were identified. )
13. Electrical and Instrumentation Cables and Terminations - Unit 2

i (51063C)(52063C)(53053C)
J

a. Raceway / Cable Installation ]

The inspector reviewed and examined portions of the following '

procedures pertaining to raceway / cable installation to determine
wl,1 ether they , comply with applicable codes, NRC Regulatory Guides and {
licensee commitments. '

- ED-T-02, Raceway Installation

- ED-T-07, Cable Installation

Periodic inspections were conducted to observe construction activi- '

ties of Safety Related Raceway / Cable Installation.

In reference to the raceway installation, the following areas were
inspected to verify compliance with the applicable requirements:

Identification-

Alignment-

Bushings (Conduit)-

Grounding I-

- Supports and Anchorages

In reference to the cable installation the following areas were 1

inspected to verify compliance with the applicable requirements: !

Protection from adjacent construction activities-(welding, etc.)-

Coiled cable ends properly secured-

Non-terminated cable ends taped-

I

___._____________..____________._______m_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____.________________-__m_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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;

Cable trays, junction boxes, etc., reasonably free of debris-

- Conduit capped, if no cable installed

Cable supported-

Bend radius not exceeded-

Separation-

b. Cable Terminations

The inspector reviewed and examined portions of the following|

! procedures pertaining to cable termination to determine whether they
comply with applicable codes, NRC Regulatory Guides and licensee
commitments.

- ED-T-08, Cable Termination

In reference to cable terminations the following areas were inspected
to verify compliance with the applicable requirements.
- Cable identification

Proper lugs used-

- Condition of wire (not nicked, etc.)

Tightness of connection-

Bending radius not exceeded-

;

- Cable entry to terminal point
- Separation

No violations or deviations were identified.

14. Containment and Safety Related Structural Steel Welding - Unit 2
<

(55053C)(55063C)

Periodic inspections were conducted during ' daily plant . surveillance on
safety-related steel welding at various stages of weld completion.

The purpose of the inspection was to determine whether the requirements of
applicable specifications, codes, standards, work performance procedures
and QC procedures are being met as follows:

E________ - _-- _ - - - . - - - - . _
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- Work was conducted in-accordance with a process sheet or drawing
which identifies the weld and its location by system, references,

i procedures or instructions, and provides for production and/or QC
signoffs.'

Welding procedures, detailed drawings and instructions, were readily I-

available in the immediate work area and technically adequate for the j
welds being made. "

- Welding 3rocedure specification (WPS) were in accordance with the |

applicab'e Code requirements and that a Procedure Qualification
Record (PQR) is referenced and exists for the type of weld being
made.

1

Base metals and welding filler materials were of the specified type-

and grade, were properly inspected, tested, and were traceable.
- Protection was provided to shield the welding operation from adverse

environmental conditions.

Weld joint geometry including thickness was specified and that-

surfaces to be welded were prepared, cleaned and inspected' in
accordance with applicable procedures or instructions.

A sufficient number of- adequately qualified QA and QC inspection-

personnel commensurate with the work in progress were present at the j
work site.

Weld area cleanliness was maintained and that alignment and fit-up-

tolerances were within specified limits.
- Weld filler material being used was in accordance with welding

,

specifications, unused filler material was separated from other types i,

) of material and was stored and controlled properly, and stubs were j
| properly removed from the work location.

There were no visual signs of cracks, excessive heat input, or-

excessive crown on welds.

Welders were qualified to the particular process and thickness; and-

I that necessary controls and records were in place.

No violations or deviations were identified. ;

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ . _ __ _ _ _ _
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15. Allegations

a. Holes in Concrete Surface
!

Concern:

When concrete forms are removed, some of the form bolt rods loosen .
and are removeable, therefore, indicating concrete honeycombing.

L Discussion:

| When concrete forms are removed, the tie bolts (she-bolts) are cut !

| and remain in the concrete. Where cut, there remains a shallow
| surface hole in the exterior concrete surface. Normally these are
|

patched with drfinish some of these holes in certain buildings (upper, pack concrete. For budgetary reasons GPC decided
not to surface
areas of the Control Building for example). The patching of these i

holes was only for aesthetic purposes. The alleger had seen these
holes at upper levels, and was unable to visibly insure the rods were
still imbedded in the concrete. Having heard previous rumors of rods
being withdrawn along with the forms, which in turn indicates honey-
combing of internal concrete, the alleger assumed this was the case
with the shallow surface holes. The alleger had no specific examples
of rod removal and was unable to identify anyone that had knowledge
of such a case. Theinspectornotesthatthissubjectwasdiscussed
in detail in GPC Quality Concern 86V0854 and NRC Inspection Report
RII 50-424/86-12. There were no cases identified in regard to form
bolt removal. GPC further interviewed .all civil engineers, and
supervisors, and contractor and GPC Quality Control personnel with

i

the same results. |

Conclusion
,

This allegation is unfounded and was a result of rumor. There are no
known cases of form bolt removal during form disassembly, j

! b. RII 87-A-0023 Use of Teflon Tape In High Radiation and Temperature
Areas

.

Concern:

As a 3 art of GPC Quality Concern 87V0044, a QC Inspector identified
that ;here were cases where Teflon tape.was used on conduit-limit
switch connections in containment and in some MSIV valve areas. :

Discussion:
'

Electrical Specification X3AR01 Paragraph E9.6.10.4 b and c state
ECSA is to be used as sealant to conduit entrance when in hazardous
environment and containment. When ECSA is not specified, then a
qualified sealer (ex-teflon tape) shall be used.

:

_ - _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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In response to the inspector's request for engineering clarification,
Bechtel Engineering responded by internal memo to GPC. The memo
states that in general, the widespread use of Teflon products has
been discouraged in safety related use areas due to degradation
experienced at high temperature / radiation levels, and the potential ,

for material damage to stainless steel due to chlorine release if the j
Teflon is burned. The specific use of Teflon tape has been a) proved j
in this case by the vendor (RCI No. IRC-187E) and is consicered '

acceptable due to the non-critical nature of the thread sealing
function. If the sealing was critical, an ECSA with grafoil tape
would have been utilized. Furthermore, the potential for damage to
stainless steel materials is minimal due to the insignificant ~
quantity of Teflon material ex1osed. Most of the tape is effectively
trapped within the conduit tareaded connection per design. In
summary, the installation described has been evaluated as acceptable
to Bechtel Engineering.

Conclusion

This allegation is closed. For the specific areas identified, Teflon
tape installation is acceptable.

16. Emergency Preparedness
il

The inspector witnessed the Unit 2 Emergency Response Drill on June 18,
{1987. The inspector was stationed at the lowest level of the Unit 2

Auxiliary Building near the noisiest machinery available. The General |Emergency Siren / Horn was clearly audible. All Unit 2 personnel
(Approximately 4200) evacuated the construction facility and assembled at'
pre-arranged staging areas in accordance with procedure GD-A-55. The
inspector notes that personnel evacuation from the Power Block was orderly 1

,

and controlled. Security and monitoring officers successfully swept the J

Power Block and outlying areas. All personnel had evacuated the Unit 2 -
site buildings. Full personnel accountability: was established in the
staging areas within 22 minutes of drill commencement. - All personnel had
apparently heard the site general emergency siren. The drill was
successful and was concluded after 24 minutes. The inspector notes that
no allegations or quality concerns were received in regards to the drill.

,

- - - - - _ _ - - _ _ - _ . _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ . - _ - _ _ - _ - _ - - - . _ - - - - . - - - - . - - -


